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Abstract. This paper describes our research-in-progress into providing content-agnostic procedural content generation for computer games via answer set programming and a formal semantic description of the design space. Existing generative approaches are often closely coupled to a particular form of content and/or game, limiting opportunities for re-use — a dungeon level generator in one game is substantially different to a sci-fi weapon generator in another. We propose an approach involving a re-usable generator system that is able to produce and refine a model of any structured content from formal desired properties produced by designers. As an intermediate step towards this system for multi-purpose content generation we present initial work on generating content within a commercial game engine, using answer set programming to generate varied and challenging combat progressions for third-person action/combat games. By using semantic models as input for a content-agnostic generation system, we hope to provide more domain-general content generation.
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1. Introduction

Procedural content generation (PCG) is "the algorithmic generation of game content with limited or no human contribution" [1], and is increasingly used by games companies to provide diverse and varied content. There is a wide range of generation approaches, and most procedural generators in current commercial games and research projects are highly bespoke: designed for generating a particular kind of content within a specific context. This lack of generality limits the scope for re-use of generator code or systems in other contexts, and bespoke implementations can make it complex to refine or alter the output of an existing generator without full understanding of its internal processes.

We propose a design for a 'content-agnostic' generation approach — i.e. a system whereby the specification of the domain of desired output is not implicitly encoded within the generator implementation, but provided as an input to a general content generator. Output from the system will be valid descriptions of instances of the specified content, which could vary from level layouts to branching narrative skeletons to complete descriptions of the gameplay environment. The development of a general content generator is described as an open research challenge in PCG in a recent overview of the field [1], and potentially a step towards the 'grand goals' of developing Multi-level, Multi-content PCG and Generating Complete Games.
Our proposed solution consists of two parts: a formal approach to defining the requirements that shape the design space of the desired content, and a system for converting these requirements into formal constraints and then generating content within the described space via a constraint satisfaction approach. An existing knowledge representation approach such as the Web Ontology Language (OWL [2]) may be appropriate for provision of the formal domain description, whilst previous PCG research [3] indicates that Answer Set Programming (ASP; a declarative logic programming formalism for solving problem encodings composed of facts and rules) may be suitable for selecting valid content descriptions from the translated constraints.

Section 2 provides a brief overview of the existing research in these areas, with the proposed approach more fully detailed in Section 3, giving description of both the end user workflow and the generator mechanisms. Our work to date focuses on the constraint satisfaction part of the system, and Section 4 presents our content generation for a commercial engine via integration of an ASP solver and handwritten problem encodings. Finally, in Section 5 we lay out our intentions for further development of the system.

We suggest that a general content generator developed in this manner would be able to provide output comparable to other existing generators, thereby reducing the need for novel bespoke implementations. This reusable approach could then benefit from improvement across multiple projects’ development cycles, rather than the ‘disposable’ single-output approach that is currently common. End users of the generator would also benefit in that familiarity or expertise with the system could also be transferable into new contexts, and previous domain space definitions re-used.

2. Background and Related Work

This research brings together two distinct areas: techniques for formal knowledge representation, particularly for game development; and approaches for procedural content generation, specifically ASP (as detailed by Smith et al. [3]) and iterative refinement [4].

2.1. Semantics and Formal Models

For generating content within a specific domain, the system will require a complete description of the desired design space. To capture designers’ intentions regarding the structure and interrelations within the output, this must go beyond surface-level position and type information and allow specification of the ‘meaning’ behind content and relationships (i.e. semantics). Kessig et al. [5] describe this application of semantic data as a way of improving consistency between appearance and affordance in virtual worlds.

A few domain specific languages (DSLs) for game production already exist, most notably Puzzlescript¹ and VGDL² (as in [6]). However, the domains these languages specify are narrow in scope, both restricted to small two-dimensional gameplay spaces. A more general semantic knowledge representation language such as OWL [2] allows for specification of ontologies relating to any domain by describing classes, entities, and their relationships within that domain. There are several pre-existing editors and reasoners within the OWL development ecosystem, and the ontology inheritance mechanism allows for extension from pre-defined ‘upper ontologies’ describing common concepts.

¹http://puzzlescript.net/ – Puzzlescript, accessed 19 May 2016
2.2. **Answer Set Programming**

Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative logic programming paradigm. Problems are encoded in terms of facts and rules associated with the problem space, and after grounding the rules across each variable, a logic solver is used to select valid outputs from this constraint-bound space of possible solutions [7]. This potential for integrated verification is useful for the generation of content which must satisfy hard constraints, such as requiring that a valid solution for a puzzle exists or that all regions of a generated map are correctly connected [6]. Previous research into ASP for PCG proposes a ‘design space’ approach where the constraints on desired properties of the generated artefacts are specified directly within the ASP problem encoding [3].

Given a sufficiently complete set of restrictions on the output space, ASP can also assess edited or externally provided content to highlight constraint violations and suggest corrections, providing a mixed-initiative content production approach [8,9,10]. However, monolithic sufficiently complete descriptions of complex domains can be complex to author and have high computation costs, so it may be appropriate to split the encoding into multiple problems [11] or use an automated approach for ASP code authoring.

2.2.1. **ASP with DSLs and OWL**

As the network of constraints on a given problem becomes more complex, the problem becomes less suitable for manual authoring approaches, and so a number of simplified interfaces and translations from other languages have been developed.

Novel DSLs such as InstAL [12] allow for reasoning about institutions by automatically translating a given InstAL representation of an institutional modelling scenario to ASP. ASP can also be used to generate content for existing DSLs, as in the approach by Neufeld et al. to producing game levels from VGDL descriptions [6]. Finally, Gaggl et al. [13] present a mechanism for translating OWL reasoning problems into ASP via bounded model semantics, in order to take advantage of ASP’s enumeration capabilities. Each of these approaches serves to simplify complex or repetitive ASP authoring tasks.

2.3. **Iterative Refinement**

Another approach to reducing the complexity of generation tasks is to decompose the problem into several successive steps, by first generating a suitable abstract model of the final output and then iteratively refining it. Dormans [4] describes a method using graph-rewriting systems to generate an abstract mission-model of the desired content prior to translation to a usable play space, and Karavolos et al. [9] provide an extension supporting mixed-initiative translation to two different game genres. Smith et al. [11] make use of a similar approach using ASP to generate high-level puzzle descriptions and then produce solvable playable instantiations of those puzzles.

3. **Overview of Proposed System**

The proposed system combines a constraint-based generation approach for valid content with a formal knowledge-representation input format, effecting content specification decoupling from generator implementation. End users extend a common base OWL ontol-
ogy (containing shared game concepts such as area, non-playable character and projectile) with entities and relationships specific to their domain of interest. Relevant portions of this are then translated to ASP and a valid production selected from the generated answer sets, with this process repeating either automatically or interactively (for mixed-initiative generation) until all necessary elements of the domain have been generated.

There is further potential for this approach to be used at runtime, using information from the current play session to provide responsive, dynamic content generation. Alternatively, the process could be run within an editor using existing content as input, for the purposes of constraint satisfaction verification as described by Boenn et al. [8].

3.1. Commercial Engine Integration

To support flexible content generation during design or at runtime, the system must be integrated with both the game engine and whatever editor tools are available. An early implementation integrates the monolithic ASP system Clingo\(^3\) [14] with the commercial games development platform Unreal Engine 4\(^4\) (UE4). Clingo is built as a shared library plug-in for UE4 and made accessible from the visual scripting language in order to load ASP files or code fragments, solve, and emit output in JSON to be parsed and processed by the individual game in a domain-appropriate manner.

3.2. Goals and Research Questions

The overall goal of the research is to demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of using a general logic-based solver approach to generate a range of content definitions from semantic descriptions of the desired generative space. The primary motivation for this is the aim to decouple domain-specific information from the generation process, by developing suitable formats and patterns for the provision of high-level semantic domain data, and producing reusable generator components that can transform these specifications into concrete playable environments or other desired content. We intend to show the versatility of our system by generating sample artefacts of a range of kinds, and show effectiveness by evaluating them against the output of other respected generators. There is also potential for user-based expert evaluation of the system workflow by professional game designers familiar with UE4.

4. Combat Wave Generation

As an initial target, we aim to show that an appropriate logic-based solver approach can generate varied and challenging wave progressions for action/combat games, similar to the approach for puzzle games in Butler et al. [10]. Action/combat games often include competitive challenge modes consisting of a progression of combat waves as a test of skill and endurance, where a wave progression is an ordered succession of small groups (waves) of enemy characters which is traditionally hand-authored during development of the game. Authoring can be a complex process involving multiple rounds of testing, and may need to be repeated if the strengths of the enemies or player character change.

\(^3\)http://potassco.sourceforge.net/ – Clingo and related tools, accessed 19 May 2016

Under the new system, progressions are generated using the Clingo integration described above, with a hand-authored ASP encoding containing designer-provided constraints relating to engine and player limitations. With reference to lines in the code fragments below, individual wave descriptions (2) consist of a composition of groups (1) of enemy types $E$ and numbers $C$, and a total estimated difficulty $D_{\text{total}}$ for the wave based on designer-specified approximate difficulties $D$ for individual enemy groups. Similar rules produce waves of the form in (2), of 1-4 enemy types using designer-specified restrictions on wave composition, including a $\text{sameType}(Ea, Eb)$ atom that prevents multiple inclusions of the same enemy in a wave and is also extended for multiple enemy types that fulfill the same role. The estimated difficulty $D_{\text{total}}$ is used to compose waves into a progression of numbered $\text{spec}(N, D, E)$ atoms (3), using constraints on maximum difficulty deltas $\text{Min}$ and $\text{Max}$ updated for each round. $\text{spec}$ atoms are emitted for conversion to JSON output by the system.

```
1 group(g(E, C, D))
2 wave(w(D_{\text{total}}, e(g(Ea, Ca, Da), g(Eb, Cb, Db))))
3 \{ \text{spec}(N, D, E) : \text{wave}(w(D, E)), \text{Min} < D, D < \text{Max} \} :- \text{nxt}(N, \text{Min}, \text{Max}).
```

Progression generation in this manner reduces the authorial burden on designers, and allows progressions to be easily re-generated in response to changes in combat or enemy balance. If generation is performed at runtime rather than during development, the generated progression could be different each time, reducing the effects of memorisation and encouraging player skill and responsiveness.

4.1. Extensions

At runtime, each successive wave $\text{spec}$ could be selected as-needed based on information about the player’s recent or overall performance such as total time or damage taken, to responsively tailor the experience to individual players’ ability levels. The constraint-based system could also support more detailed player models such as the concept mastery approach described by Butler et al. [15], to guide the gradual introduction of new concepts such as additional weapons, abilities and enemies, and function as a tutorial experience for new players or a practice environment for mastery development.

5. Future Work

The wave progression generation approach demonstrates the use of ASP to generate content within a commercial game engine, however the ASP encoding used is still tightly coupled to the domain. Future work will include development of the OWL translation approach for ASP authoring (including investigation of suitable patterns for formal representation of content domains), and then production of a design space partitioning approach to guide decomposition of the problem into smaller iterative refinement steps.

Preliminary investigations were undertaken to investigate the application of OWL data provision and external computation for the generation of simple rogue-like dungeon levels from a basic ontology. More complex ontologies could be authored via domain-specific extension of a base ontology of common concepts, to be developed. This base ontology can then be paired with appropriate ASP modules designed to generate each included concept, and translation performed via composition of the appropriate modules with a re-usable skeleton problem encoding of common constraints and rules.
The base ontology can also guide separation of the generation problem into separate steps via structural hints and metadata. Each of the concepts within it will be part of a hierarchy representing increasing levels of detail, and can also contain information about generation prerequisites. Pre-processing as part of the ASP translation can use this to assemble separate problem encodings for each step, ensuring only relevant information is included in order to minimise time needed for solving.

Final evaluation will involve producing content from a variety of different domains to assess the generality of the system. It may also be appropriate to undertake user studies with designers to investigate the usability of the domain specification process and the utility of the output. Domains consisting largely of discrete, structured data are likely to be most well-suited to this approach, and a number of these domains have existing generators available which may be used for comparative evaluation. We hope to demonstrate a general ASP-based generation system via decoupled formal design space descriptions.
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